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Mandate & Functions 

 

Set out in section 184 of the Constitution 

Promote respect for human rights and a culture of 

human rights 

Promote the protection, development and attainment of 

human rights; and 

Monitor and assess the observance of human rights in 

the Republic 



Powers 

 

 

The Commission has the powers, as regulated by national legislation (Human 

Rights Commission Act, 1994), necessary to perform its functions, including 

the power 

To investigate and report on the observance of human rights; 

Take steps to secure appropriate redress where human rights have been 

violated 

To carry out research 

To educate (S184(2)) 



Vision & Mission 

Vision 

Transforming society. Securing rights. Restoring dignity. 

Mission 

The Commission as the independent national human 

rights institution is created to support constitutional 

democracy through promoting, protecting and 

monitoring the attainment of everyone’s human rights in 

South Africa without fear, favour or prejudice. 

 



COMPLAINTS MANAGEMENT– 2 DIMENSIONS 

   CORE BUSINESS & BUSINESS PROCESS  

 

On the one hand, Complaints Management  can emanate as part of the core 

business of an organisation. For example, one of the core business outputs of 

the South African Human Rights Commission is to protect human rights 

through investigation and resolution of complaints of human right violations. 

On the other hand, Complaints Management  can develop from the core 

business of an organization. For example, whilst the core business of the 

Department of Justice could be to provide a fair and effective administration of 

justice in the country, how that  is done or not  done may result in complaints 

being lodged against the department. 

 



 

COMPLAINTS MANAGEMENT – driving complaints to 

resolution with effective tools and processes 

Fundamentals 

 

Have the right tools, systems and resources – (have standard complaints 

handling procedures and manual, electronic complaints management system 

which regulates a time-framed complaints handling work flow and which 

generates reports. It is also critical to have sufficient  and efficient human and 

financial resources).  

It is recommended that every electronic data management system be 

supplemented and backed up by a manual record-keeping system. (this is in 

case of  an electronic system crash and for safekeeping of hardcopy records). 

Training, Support, Supervision (of staff) and Service (of systems). 

 

 

 

 



COMPLAINTS MANAGEMENT – a journey 

Process 

Proper registration.  (―If it is not in the system, it does not exist‖ – complaints 

should be equated to stock, complainants to clients and complaints managers 

to service providers). 

Prompt acknowledgement of receipt of complaints. (This is critical as it initiates 

or tests  the relationship between the complainant and the organization and 

may assist to bolster the complainant’s confidence in the organization). 

Assessment. (You can best deal with what you understand, put differently, you 

can run a business only if you understand it – it has to be determined at this 

stage whether  the complaint  falls within the mandate of the organization or 

has been lodged with the appropriate office so that if  not it is properly 

promptly referred). 

 

 

 

 



COMPLAINTS MANAGEMENT – a journey 

Process 
 

Planning. (every complaint should be treated as a separate project, i.e. 

establish a route and timelines, in terms of the applicable policies and 

procedures of the organization, which are to be adopted towards achieving the 

expected but feasible outcome  and resolution.  Thus a thorough consultation 

and understanding of the complainant’s complaint and instructions is very 

important at this stage – ―a journey without a destination is bound to fail‖). 

Have a record of every step and development in the matter. (again, if it is not 

in the system, it does not exist). 

Constant feedback to the complainant. (keep complainants advised of 

progress and outcome, and give them the opportunity to respond and to seek 

internal  appeal and review. 

 



Accessibility 

Information about how to make a complaint  should be freely available. 

Personal (not social) relationships and easy contacts should be established with 

existing complainants. 

People  should be able to complain in a variety of ways—for example, walk-ins, by 

telephone, by mail and by using the internet, by proxy, etc. 

Steps should be taken to remove barriers—real or imagined—to making a complaint. 

Responsiveness 

People with particular needs  should be assisted. 

The organization must be alert to the needs of vulnerable complainants. 

Unreasonable complainant behaviour must be managed professionally. 

Efficiency 

Complaints must be resolved as quickly as possible. 

 

COMPLAINTS MANAGEMENT – part of service delivery 



 

COMPLAINTS MANAGEMENT – ―watch and assess‖ 

. 

 

 

Monitoring and Evaluation tools  

 

It is always critical that every process be monitored for conformity to the 

prescribed standards and be evaluated  for purposes of ensuring that it serves its 

objectives. 

This will create an opportunity for identifying gaps and challenges proactively 

with regard to the utilization and appropriateness of the tools, systems and 

resources of the organization. 

It also assists in formulating corrective measures aimed at addressing 

challenges experienced in the complaints management process. 

 



COMPLAINTS MANAGEMENT – Reporting 

Complaints Management is a performance output which must be reported on. 

It addition to being evaluated and audited, Complaints Management must be 

measured and rewarded. 

The reporting requirement serves to: 

- provide data with regard to trends and patterns of complaints, the         

        effectiveness, efficiency and relevance of the organisation and  

- influence interventions, budgetary and resource planning of organizations. 

 

Closing Note:  

“All victims of crime are victims of human rights violations – their 

complaints must  always be managed in the best way and with dignity ” 


